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A BSTRACT: The present work is devoted to the mechanical properties investigation of new materials with high porosity and an amorphous matrix. The
technological parameters of obtaining 3D samples based on a palladium alloy
and the results of uniaxial compression tests are presented. The synthesis of
porous alloy Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 is realized by a two-step procedure with the
boron acid as a foaming agent. An analytical homogenization for porous media is proposed taking into account the pore size distribution. The matrix is
considered as a micropolar medium with an internal length which is assumed
to be proportional to the molar volume of the alloy frozen in a glassy state. Numerical simulations are performed to clarify the role of pore size in predicting
elastic moduli and onset of plastic flow.
K EY WORDS : closed-cell foam, homogenization, bulk metallic glass.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Amorphous metals, discovered nearly 60 years ago and reported by Klement, Willens
and Duwez in 1960, [1], currently are among the most actively studied metallic materials. They differ fundamentally from conventional metals in their atomic structure,
mechanical properties, and solidification behaviour. Metallic glass-forming alloys
vitrify under cooling (become “frozen” in a state similar to the liquid one) and form
glasses. The glass transition involves no latent heat release and no discontinuous
volume change. At the beginning , metallic glasses have been produced in the form
of thin ribbons with a thickness of about 10 microns. In the last 20 years more and
more alloy compositions have been elaborated and solid elements of several centimetres size (bulk metallic glasses) have been obtained. The diversity of bulk Metallic Glasses (MG) gives rise to an intensive research activity and the opportunity for
∗
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deeper understanding of liquids and of glasses in general. Moreover, they enlarge the
possibilities for application of the amorphous metals in different industrial sectors.
It could be expected that amorphous metals, especially bulk metallic glasses, will
become a new-generation engineering materials [2, 3]. Due to their specific atomic
arrangement MG are structurally different form crystalline counterpart and possess
exceptional mechanical properties such as a wide range of fracture toughness (2055
MPam1/2) [4,5], large elastic strain limits (2%), and high yield strengths (2 GPa) [6].
Recently, metallic foams attract increasingly more interest as structural materials. To
a large extent this is caused by the relatively high stiffness combined with very low
specific weight and high energy-absorption capability. The unique combination of
properties makes foams an attractive structural material, which can emulate the mechanical properties of natural foams, such as wood or bones, [7]. Foams can be
classified in two main groups regarding their microstructure. Open-celled foams are
characterized by interconnected voids and are mainly used as functional materials
such as thermal and acoustic insulation. Closed-celled foams are characterized by
spatially separated bubbles and find application as structural materials such as energy
absorbers or lightweight stiff materials.
A combination of the specific properties of the bulk metallic glasses and foams
uncover additional options for design of new materials with extraordinary characteristics. For example, since the amount of energy that can be absorbed scales with the
strength of the material, bulk metallic glasses exhibiting a yield strength on the order
of 2 GPa can be regarded as superior energy absorbers as compared to aluminium,
which exhibits a strength of 250 MPa. Amorphous metallic foams are promising materials for application in medicine (surgical instruments, implants for bone replacement), mechatronics, aerospace industry and others. It could be expected that the
next few years will bring serious advances, as we are on the threshold of exploiting
new opportunities for microstructural design, opening up much broader application
of the attractive materials formed from amorphous metals and their derivatives as
amorphous metallic foams [8, 9]. In the present work an amorphous foam based on
palladium , which combines the specific features of MG and a close cell foam is
investigated theoretically and experimentally.
There are two aspects in the understanding dimensional effects associated with
high porosity materials. The first aspect is related to the size of studied samples and
the influence of this parameter on the mechanical and other characteristics (for example, heat transfer, permeability) of porous composites, see [10]. The effect of specimen size (relative to the cell size) on selected mechanical properties of aluminium
foams is investigated in [11]. Models, described in [11], provide a physical basis for
understanding size effects in metallic foams. The constrained deformation of an aluminium alloy foam sandwiched between steel substrates has been studded in [12]. It
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has been proven that the yield strength increases with diminishing thickness of foam
layer.
The second type of size effects is associated with a change in the properties of the
porous macro-medium at different size distribution functions of closed pores. In one
of the early works on this subject, [13] it as been obtained the decrease in Young’s
modulus and the compressive elastic buckling and plastic collapse stresses of a honeycomb with central voids at size increasing using finite element analysis. Recently
Xue et al. [14], Xia et al. [15] investigated the effects of cell size on quasi-static
compressive properties of magnesium alloy foams from the points of plateau stress,
stress drop ratio. Their results showed that smaller cell size was beneficial to getting
stable compressive process. In [16] the effect of the pore size distribution on the
compressive behaviour for moderately expanded elastic polymer foams was studied.
It was found that the compressive behaviour depends on the pore size distribution,
especially in the collapse region. The wider cell distribution resulted in the higher
stresses in the collapse region. In [17] Manoylov and co-authors suggested extended
Vavakin & Salganik models in order to take into account various statistical distributions of pore sizes. Three modifications have been presented for materials with
isolated spherical pores, merging pores modelled as ellipsoids and open pores.
In [18] Deverge, et al. have provided an experimental investigation of pore size
effect on the linear viscolelastic properties of acoustic foams. It was noted by these
authors that the shear modulus is inversely proportional to the square of the pore size.
So far in the literature there isn’t a commonly accepted opinion on the issue of the
effect of pore size on the elastic characteristics of closed-cell materials. In this paper,
we propose a size-sensitive version of the two – steps homogenization procedure,
accounting for the pore size distribution function. According to it the presence of
pores which are commensurate with a certain micro structural parameter of the matrix
can lead to an increase in classical Young’s and shear moduli on the macro level.
The progress of the idea for application of a Cosserat formulation in description of
mechanical behaviour of foams could be seen in comparison with an earlier work
[19].
2

M ATERIALS AND E XPERIMENTS

In order to have an appropriate material to test the models presented and its applicability we synthesized palladium (Pd) composition Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 which is an
easy glass-forming alloy. The latter is foamed applying boric acid H3 BO3 as foaming
agent. The foam obtained is tested by AMSLER unit to find stress-strain curve not
only for the high porosity material but for nominally non-porous one as well. On the
basis of these curves yield stress for both kinds of samples are determined and the
derived elastic parameters are used in model verification.
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S YNTHESIS OF THE ALLOY AND FOAMING

The process of the alloy Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 synthesis is realized in two steps. In the
first step Pd, Cu and Ni of purity in the range 99.95-99.99% are alloyed in electroarc furnace under Ar (6N) purified by Ti as a getter. The obtained PdCuNi alloy
is remelted in quartz ampoule displaced in induction coil together with appropriate
quantity of Sn and dry B2 O3 . This process is realized in pure Ar (6N) atmosphere
under pressure of 0.15 MPa. Afterwards, the obtained Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 alloy is
foamed again in pure Ar (6N) atmosphere under pressure of 0.15 MPa. The foaming
agent boric acid H3 BO3 is put in the bottom of quartz ampoule and the alloy is placed
over it. Then the ampoule is heated up to 1200 K. At that temperature the boric
acid decomposes totally and evolves water. The water reacts with Sn and releases
hydrogen and antimony oxide. The hydrogen plays the role of foaming gas. The
rapid cooling and solidification of the foamed liquid is realized in flowing water at
cooling velocity 100-120 K/min. Photos of a sample and the tomography image of
the final porous material can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: An outside view of a foamed sample; grid scale 1 mm.

2.2

Fig. 2: Tomography image of a
foamed sample microstructure.

S TRESS - STRAIN CURVES AND YIELD STRESS OBTAINING

Compressive stress-strain curves are obtained for cylindrical samples with diameter
D0 = 6.9 mm and height H0 = 8.7 mm, made from Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 alloy. The
sample sizes are limited by the outer quartz ampoule. The specimen marked as S1, is
nominally non-porous and the specimen of the second type, marked as S2, is porous
with porosity P = 0.31, see Fig. 2. Using the curves shown in Fig. 3, the yield stress
Rp0.2 for samples S1 and S2 are calculated and they are equal to 120.19 kg/mm2
and 73.79 kg/mm2 , respectively. It could be seen that the yield stress of the porous
material is approximately 60% lower than the yield stress of the non-porous one.
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Fig. 3: Measured compressive stress-strain curves for nominally non-porous sample
S1 and porous sample S2.
3

M ODELLING

In this section the mechanical behaviour of metal-based foams under consideration is
modelled following two-steps homogenization procedure for multiphase composite
materials [20]. It is assumed that the foam could be regarded as a multiphase composite consisting of matrix and spherical inclusions which differ by size. The inclusions
(pores) of a particular size form a separate phase. The overall response of the foam
is elastic up to the certain value of the loading applied.
3.1

E LASTIC STATE

The matrix material is an isotropic micropolar centrosymmetric medium which is
sensitive to internal rotations and the following elastic constitutive equations are valid
for [21]:

(1)

σ 0 (ij) = 2Gm ε0 (ij)

σhiji = 2κεhiji

σ(kk) = 3Km ε(kk)

m0 (ij) = 2βk 0 (ij)

mhiji = 2γkhiji

m(kk) = 3N k(kk) .

The stress and strain measures are σij = σ(ij) + σhiji ; εij = ε(ij) + εhiji , couple
stress and curvature tensor mij = m(ij) + mhiji ; kij = k(ij) + khiji , respectively.
Everywhere in the paper {...}0 ij is the notation for a tensor deviator. Symbols (...) and
h...i in the subscripts denote symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of a tensor. Among
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Cauchy (shear modulus Gm and bulk modulus Km ) and Cosserat model parameters
the following relations are adopted:
lm 2 = β/Gm = γ/κ ,

(2)

κ/Gm = γ/β = p.

If p = 1 one gets a simpler variant of the theory, which is applied further on, where:
κ = Gm ,

(3)

γ = β = lm 2 Gm ,

N = lm 2 Km ,

lm is an internal length of the matrix and the index m is set for the matrix properties.
After homogenization the composite, however, is a classic Cauchy-type material.
This is assumption of consequence, it simplifies the estimation of overall properties
allowing some size effects to be kept in an average manner.
The two-steps homogenization procedure is based on Pierard et al. approach [22].
According to it the composite Representative Volume Element (RVE) is rearranged virtually into a set of pseudograins. Each pseudograin is a two-phase composite containing matrix and pores of a particular size; the volume fraction of pores
in it is equal to the total porosity C.
Throughout the article, the term “total porosity” or “total pore concentration”
means the total volume fraction of all pores in the RVE regardless of their size.
Here as a first step a Size-Sensitive variant of Generalized Mixture Rule (SSGMR)
is used as a method of homogenization for every pseudograin.
The elastic moduli predictions are calculated by analytical approach based on
the Generalized Mixture Rule (GMR). The explicit formulae for the bulk and shear
moduli are obtained on the base of the phenomenological mixture rule [23] coupled
to Size-Sensitive variant of Mori-Takaka (SSMT) approach [20]. Supposing that
the linear approximations of GMR and SSMT about the total porosity coincide, it
is possible to get the exponents αK and αG (Di ) as particular expressions, which
depend only on the matrix Poisson’s ratio and the size-sensitive parameter b0i .
So, the homogenized properties of a pseudograin with pores of size Di are estimated by means of the formulae [24]:
Kci = Kc = Km (1 − C)αK ,

(4)
(5)
αK

Gci (Di ) = Gm (1 − C)αG (Di ) ;
3(1 − νm )
15(1 − νm )
=
, αG =
,
2(1 − 2νm )
(7 − 5νm ) + 15(1 − νm )b0i

where νm is matrix Poisson’s ratio. The size-sensitive parameter b0i depends on the
micropolar properties of the matrix material and on the pore diameter Di :
(6)

b0i =

6p
Ri (ηi ) ,
5 (p + 1)
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Ri (ηi ) = e−ηi ηi−2 + ηi−3 (ηi chηi − shηi ) ,

ηi =

p Di
.
(p + 1) lm

In general, 0 ≤ b0i ≤ 2/5, but if p = 1, 0 ≤ b0i ≤ 1/5.
On the second step, the set of pseudograins in the RVE is subjected to Budynski–
Hill self-consistent procedure, developed for polycrystals and modified in [20]. The
overall bulk and shear moduli of the porous composite are obtained as solutions K,
G of the following non-linear system of equations:
(7)

X
i

C̃i
−1 = 0,
3K  Kc i 
1−
1−
3K +4G
K
C̃i = Ci (Di )/C

(8)

C̃i
 G  −1 = 0,
6(K
+2G)
ci
i 1−
1−
5(3K +4G)
G
X
Ci = C .

X

i

In some cases too many different pore sizes are observed and they could be adequately represented
Z by the corresponding density distribution function ψ(D), such
∞

ψ(D)dD = 1 is satisfied. Then, the system (7) takes the form

that the condition
0

Z∞
0

(9)

ψ(D)dD
− 1 = 0;
Kc (D) 
3K 
1−
1−
3K + 4G
K

Z∞
0

ψ(D)dD
− 1 = 0.
Gc (D) 
6(K + 2G) 
1−
1−
5(3K + 4G)
G

If one takes into account (4) and (8), the system (7) is transformed to only one
equation about G, which should be solved numerically
(10)

K = Kc ,

X
i

Ci (Di )
− C = 0.
6(Kc + 2G) 
Gci 
1−
1−
5(3Kc + 4G)
G

Let’s note that for the special values of the matrix Poisson’s ratio:
∗)
1 − 5b0i
3(1 − νm
, αG = αK =
,
∗)
5(1 − b0i )
2(1 − 2νm
∗
K = Kc , Kc /Km = Gc /Gm , ν = νc = νm
.

∗
νm
=

G = Gc ,
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I NITIAL PLASTIC STATE

It is commonly adopted that the plastic state of the material occurs when an irreversible part of the deformation appears. Further development of this state is determined by the brittleness or ductility properties. For metals there exists a relationship
between the elastic Poisson’s ratio, and the fragility of the material. Another interpretation of such a relation is the dependence of plastic properties on the bulk/ shear
moduli ratio [25]. According to it, the shear stress at yielding of bulk metallic glass is
approximately 0.02 to 0.027 of shear elastic modulus. If this relation is rearranged applying the common connection between uniaxial compression stress and shear stress,
one gets
√
√
(11)
σpm = 3τpm ≈ 3(0.02 − 0.027)Gm ≈ (0.035 − 0.045)Gm .
In this paper, we present in details a condition which defines the transition from
elastic to plastic state of the porous composite at the macro level, based on the averaged characteristics of the micropolar matrix. It is supposed that the plastic state at a
particular point of the micropolar material (in the matrix) occurs at a combination of
stresses such that the effective stress defined by the equation below reaches a certain
value.
(12)

1
1
1
σe2 = σ 0 (ij) σ 0 (ij) + 2 m0 (ij) m0 (ij) + 2 m0 <ij> m0 <ij> = τpm 2 .
2
2lm
2lm

In the case of a porous composite with a certain microstructure described by RVE,
we assume that a non-elastic plastic state occurs if the effective stress averaged over
the matrix volume part of the RVE reaches the same critical value
E
D1
1
1
(13) hσe2 im =
= τpm 2 .
σ 0 (ij) σ 0 (ij) + 2 m0 (ij) m0 (ij) + 2 m0 hiji m0 hiji
2
2lm
2lm
m
Let’s fictitiously replace pores with isotropic elastic inclusions with very low elastic
moduli. In addition, we suggest that in the case of closed porosity under consideration
(or factious inclusions embedded into the matrix), the deformations of the composite
are controlled by the deformations of the matrix as it is a stronger phase. The stiffer
is the matrix the smaller are the strains on the pore contours and the smaller are the
changes of the pore shape.
The following relations between the averaged strain measures is accepted
D1
E
D1
E
1
1
1
(14)
h εij εij im =
ε(ij) ε(ij) + εhiji εhiji
=
εij εij
= Eij Eij
2
2
2
2
2
m
in
(15)
Cm hε(kk) im + Cin hεkk iin = Ekk .
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To relate the states of the composite at the micro and macro levels, we use Hill’s
equation for the balance of elastic energy W :
hW iRVE = Cm hW im + Cin hW iin = W ;
D1
D1
E
E
1
(16)
hW im =
;
σij εij + mij kij ; hW iin =
σij εij
2
2
2
m
in
1
W = Σij Eij .
2
We use substantially the assumption that at the macro level the homogenized material
is of Cauchy type. Volume averaging over RVE leads to the fact that the parts associated with micropolar quantities, averaged over the matrix, are equal to zero, since no
micropolar properties are considered in the inclusions volume and at the macro level.
More specifically, one gets
D1
E
D1
E
σhiji σhiji
= 0,
εhiji εhiji
= 0,
2
2
m
m
E
D1
D1
E
=
m0 m0
m m
= 0 , hmkk 2 im = 0 .
2 hiji hiji m
2 hiji hiji m
In this way, equation (16) and (13) take the simpler forms
D 1
E
1
2
(17) Cm
σ 0 (ij) σ 0 (ij) +
σ(kk)
2Gm
9Km
m
E
D 1
D 1
1
1 2 E
2
=
σ 0 ij σ 0 ij +
σkk
Σ0 ij Σ0 ij +
Σ
.
+ Cin
2Gin
9Kin
in
2G
9K (kk)
E
D1
(18)
= τpm 2 .
hσe2 im =
σ 0 (ij) σ 0 (ij)
2
m
Upon the onset of the plastic state, the condition (18) is fulfilled, but the inclusions
are deformed, remaining elastic. Additionally (14, 15) should be applied into (17).
Thus, using the energy balance equation, it is possible to obtain the initial condition
for the plastic state expressed in stresses at the macro level. If one let Gin −→ 0;
Kin −→ 0, the final form of the yield condition for homogenized porous material is
presented by equation (19)
Σ2
3 0 0
Σij Σij + A2 kk = H 2 σpm 2 ,
2
9

(19)
where
h
A2 = 2 h

(1 − C) −

(1 − C) −

K
Km

i

2 G
3 Km

G
i

K

2
2

,

h
2 Gm i
2
(1 − C) 1 −
3 Km G
H2 = h
.
2 G i Gm 2
(1 − C) −
3 Km
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In (19) C is the total porosity, K and G are the solutions of the system (7) or (9).
In calculation of the overall elastic moduli size effects are taken into account through
the homogenization scheme adopted. These effects are caused by the reaction of the
micropolar matrix to the presence of pores embedded in it. The condition (19) is
applicable, if νm > 0, the matrix Poisson’s ratio has a positive value.
4

N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND M ODEL PARAMETERS S TUDY

To identify the effect of pore size on the elastic and initial plastic state of the high
porosity composite, numerical simulations of two types of metallic foams with different pore distribution were performed. The spherical pores in a foam are divided
into two groups, which are very different in size. Such a pore size distribution in the
modeled RVE is illustrated in Fig. 4. The first group can be called the group of large
pores with an average size D and volume fraction C1 (D), and the second group of
small pores with volume fraction C2 (d); C1 (D) + C2 (d) = C. The average size of
small pores is commensurate with the thickness of the matrix walls. Mathematically,
this is expressed by the condition d ≈ 2lm . As in many applications of the micropolar theory it is supposed that p = 1, see (2) and (3). If d ≈ 2lm and p = 1, than
according to (6) b0i = 0.1624.
We compare two ways of porosity increasing for metal foams. In all cases the
maximum volume fraction of each group does not exceeded the packing limit concentrations known for the mono-size composite. These critical values depend on
pores spatial distribution. Cubic close-packing (FCC) and hexagonal close-packing
(HCP) arrangements are densest sphere-packing in three-dimensions [26].
For equal spheres the densest packing uses approximately 74% of RVE volume.
A random packing generally has a density about 64%, so it is suggested that Ci <
C ∗ < 0.64, i = 1, 2.

Fig. 4: Schematic image of porous microstructure and two kinds of pores with average diameter D and d, D  d.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of model predictions
for the relative elastic moduli of Fe based
foam at variation of the composite porosity and C1 = 0.2, C2 = C − C1 and
C2 = 0.2, C1 = C − C2 , νm = 0.32,
Km = 200 GPa.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of model predictions
for the relative elastic moduli of Fe based
foam at variation of the composite porosity and C1 /C = 0.71, C2 = C − C1
and C2 /C = 0.71, C1 = C − C2 ,
νm = 0.32, Km = 200 GPa.

In the first case the volume fraction of one pore phase is kept constant but the
volume fraction of the other pore phase is increasing along with the total porosity as
C = C1 + C2 . Higher values for Young’s and shear moduli are calculated when the
amount of small pores is increasing and this tendency is illustrated in Fig. 5 for iron
(Fe) based foam with νm = 0.32, Km = 200 GPa [27] at C1 = 0.2, C2 = C − C1
and C2 = 0.2, C1 = C − C2 .
In the second case the relative volume fraction of one pore phase is kept constant
when the total porosity is increasing, C1 /C = const, or C2 /C = const. The changes
of relative moduli with porosity at C1 /C = 0.71, C2 = C − C1 and C2 /C = 0.71,
C1 = C − C2 are presented in Fig. 6 for Fe based foam and in Fig. 7 for Pd based
foam with νm = 0.4, Km = 170 GPa [9, 28]. According to the model, see (10),
the composite bulk modulus depends only on porosity. The hardening size effect of
small pores is the most pronounced for shear modulus. Young’s modulus is higher
for composites with predominant small size pores and at the same time it is more
sensitive to matrix Poisson’s ratio.
In Fig. 8 the model predictions of the relative uniaxal compressive yield limit
for Pd based alloys at different porosities are shown. The matrix Young’s modulus
is 102 GPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.4. The solid curve corresponds to the case of a
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Fig. 7: Comparison of model predictions for the relative elastic moduli of Pd
based foam at variation of the composite porosity and C1 /C = 0.71, C2 =
C −C1 and C2 /C = 0.71, C1 = C −C2 ,
νm = 0.4, Km = 170 GPa.

Fig. 8: Model dependence of the relative
uniaxial yield stress on porosity. Comparisons with experiments on porous Pd
alloys: Pd42.5Cu30Ni7.5P20 from [3];
Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 – present work.

composite with very big pores (b0i = 0.0) and the dashed line – to the case of small
pores (b0i = 0.1624) only.
Also, we can compare the yield limit obtained for our Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 alloy,
see Section 2.2 and phenomenological relationship (11) suggested by Zhang [25].
For Pd bulk glassy alloys (Young’s modulus 90–100 GPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.39–0.41)
the compressive yield limit should be about (1.05–1.64) GPa and our test data fall
into this interval.
The effect of the amount of small pores during the transition from elastic to nonelastic state of a two-dimensional porous composite significantly varies for different
types of macrostressed state. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the model predicts that
the closer the stress state to the pure shape change, the stronger the size effect and
the closer the stress state to equiaxial deformation, the effect disappears. At least
one can expect that foams with a larger volume of small pores will be more resistant
to torsion than foams with coarse pores. For the uniaxial compression process, the
calculations show that, in accordance with the accepted model, the hardening effect
associated with the presence of a larger number of small pores will decrease with an
increase in the total porosity, see the black straight line in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Projections of the initial yield surfaces for porous Pd composite in relative mean stress–deviatoric stress plane
at variation of the composite porosity
and C1 /C = 0.71, C2 = C − C1 and
C2 /C = 0.71, C1 = C − C2 , νm = 0.4,
Km = 170 GPa.
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Fig. 10: Models comparison: projections
of the initial yield surfaces in relative
mean stress–deviatoric stress plane at total porosity C = 0.6. Present model:
black curves – for Pd based alloy; grey
curves – for Fe based alloy.

We selected the widely popular series of models based on Gurson’s relation [29]
to show how the present model for the beginning of plastic flow correlates with other
known models. This set of models can be described by the following expression with
different coefficients q1 , q2 , suggested by different authors [30]:
(20)

 Σ 2
eq

σpm

1 Σkk
+ 2q1 C cosh( q2
) − q1 2 C 2 − 1 = 0;
2 σpm
r
3 0 0
Σ Σ .
Σeq =
2 ij ij

In dimensionless coordinates Fig. 10 shows the results calculated by means of
(19) for two porous alloys: a) based on palladium (continuous and discontinuous
curves in black) and b) based on iron (continuous and discontinuous curves in grey
colour).
For comparison, models of other four authors are shown (each with only one curve
for both cases, since all these models determine the initial plastic state depending
only on the yield strength of the matrix material and on the total porosity). Gurson’s
model [29] q1 = 1, q2 = 1, is represented by the green line, Tvergaard’s model [31]
q1 = 1.5, q2 = 1 – by a purple curve; Koplik-Needleman’s model [32] q1 = 1.25,
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q2 = 1 – by a blue curve; McElwain’s model [33] q1 = 1.31, q2 = 1.16 – by an
orange curve. All curves correspond to total porosity C = 0.6.
It is important to note that the analytical yield criterion (19) presented herein
demonstrates obvious flexibility with respect to various materials and, most importantly, all model parameters are clearly defined as physical characteristics: they are
elastic matrix moduli and effective elastic composite moduli, along with the already
mentioned matrix yield strength and total pore concentration.
5

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

Amorphous materials like Pd based glass foams are modelled as composites of high
porosity where the matrix phase is considered as Cosserat continuum. The presented
variants of the generalized mixture rule, see (4, 9) are incorporated into a pore size
sensitive homogenization procedure and takes into account the density distribution
function of pores diameters.
The numerical simulations provided show that the adopted models are appropriate to capture the main elastic plastic features of the materials under consideration.
But like other micropolar theories applications, a reasonable question arises herein:
which microstructure parameter of the matrix could be regarded as the internal length
parameter lm ? The answer is of particular importance as the ratio Di /lm determines
the pore size influence on the overall properties predictions.
As far as we deal with an amorphous glass-like matrix, we suggest that the internal
length parameter lm is correlated to the molar volume Vmol of the matrix alloy, so
(21)

lm ∼ (Vmol )1/3 ,

where the molar volume is defined by the ratio of the molar mass versus density
and the atoms arrangement in the amorphous alloy reflects on the molar volume.
There exist many evidences confirming the influence of the molar volume (as a space
microstructure characteristic) on the elastic constants, see [34]. Additional research
is need to clarify the exact form of the relation (21).
With respect to the foam production method used for Pd48Cu22Ni8Sb22 alloy,
the processing conditions will be improved to obtain a more uniform pore distribution
throughout the entire volume of 3D samples.
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